HERE'S THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN FAIRWAY MOWERS

Nine, Seven, Five and Three-Gang Sizes.

7-Blade "Bulldog" Units.

IDEAL TRANS-PULL FAIRWAY MOWER

LIGHTER! LOWER COSTS! AGILE! WIDE ADAPTABILITY!

The Trans-Pull is the most adaptable mower ever born. Unit assembly allows 3, 5, 7 or NINE cutting units—convertible at will, right on the job.

Nine cuts 20½ feet. Weighs only 2,732 pounds. For steep hills or narrow cutting, converts to seven, or five. Seven-gang cuts 16 feet—five cuts 11½ feet—three cuts 7 feet.

Each close-coupled, 7-blade Bulldog unit is cleverly hinged to reach into every little hollow—to ride ridges without scalping.

Does a championship brand of cutting. Equally good on all types of turf—blue grass, fescue, bent or bermuda. Handles the hilliest or most rolling fairway.

No gears or clutches to throw out. Levers lift units off ground. For narrow bridges, sections unhook and trail in back. EASY.


IDEAL POWER GREENS MOWER

ANOTHER REAL COST SAVER

Safe, smooth cutting assured finest greens. Proved in two years on hundreds of courses—including the finest.

Turns around without danger to delicate turf. Patented clutch control. Quiet, smooth 4-cycle engine. Throttle control, automatic gover-

nor. Has power for heaviest fescue, bent or bermuda greens.

Ideal direct power drive insures smoothness over sharp raises, and eliminates scalping.

Blades back-ground by power. Pneumatic rubber-tired transportation cart. Brush attachment.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER COMPANY

444 KALAMAZOO STREET, LANSING, MICHIGAN

237 Lafayette Street
New York City

161 Vester Street
Ferndale (Detroit), Mich.

Dealers and Service Stations in all Principal Cities